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Preliminary results of the recent excavation of a radiolarite mine area and its 
surroundings in Sedmerovec

Ivan Cheben¹, Michal Cheben², Adrián Nemergut³

Abstract The article deals with the archaeological investigation of Sedmerovec-Kašnák and Sedmerovec-Podjamie sites from 
2016. In Sedmerovec-Kašnák mine area, archaeological investigations were carried out in the western half of the 
pit. Unfortunately, no archaeological material was found. During the surface survey and archaeological excavation 
in Sedmerovec-Podjamie site, a rich collection of a lithic industry was obtained. Important are rhomboids most 
probably from the late Mesolithic. A portion of the artifacts belongs to the Neolithic and Eneolithic.

Kivonat Előzetes jelentés egy radiolarit nyersanyag-kitermelő hely és környezete feltárásáról Sedmerovecben
A közlemény Sedmerovec-Kašnák és Sedmerovec-Podjamie 2016-os ásatásával foglalkozik. A Sedmerovec-
Kašnák-i bányaterületen a fejtő nyugati felében végeztünk feltárásokat, itt régészeti anyag sajnos nem került elő. 
Sedmerovec-Podjamie területén azonban a terepbejárás és az ásatásaok gazdag pattintott kő leletanyaggal szol-
gáltak, melyek közül kiemelendő a rombuszok jelenléte, melyek valószínűleg késő mezolitikus korúak. A leletek 
egy része az  újkőkor és a rézkor időszakaira keltezhető.
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investigation in exploitation pits in Vršatské Podhradie and 
Krivoklát. In the early 1990s, several surveys focused on de-
tection of primary sources of radiolarite were conducted in 
the central part of the White Carpathians (Cheben et al. 1995; 
Cheben, Illášová, Hromada 1996). A surface survey in Sed-
merovce was also led by O. Žaár, P. Schreiber, L. Štec and Ľ. 
Blašková in 2009 (Žaár et al. 2013). The prospection of I. Che-
ben, M. Cheben, A. Nemergut and M. Soják in 2015 was fo-
cused to primary sources of radiolarites, mining areas and 
archeological sites located in the central Váh region (Cheben 
et al., in print).

Sedmerovec-Kašnák
An outcrop of crinoidal limestone belonging to the Czorsz-

tyn succession was detected on the distinct loess ridge in the 
Váh river valley, in its western end in the foothills of the klip-
pen belt (Mello 2011). It probably contained exclusively nod-
ules (concretions) of radiolarite. This site is situated on the 
hilltop at the site of Kašnák, approximately 1 km northeast 
of the village of Sedmerovec (Fig. 1). Its altitude is 360 m. Ra-
diolarite raw material outcrops on a distinct terrain eleva-
tion where several sunken circular pits of various sizes were 

In 2016, an archaeological investigation in Sedmerovec was 
carried out at Podjamie and Kašnák sites. It followed a sur-
face survey from 2015 when several sites in microregion 
of Nemšová - Červený Kameň were visited (Cheben et al., in 
print). The aim of the investigation in 2016 was to detect 
the shape and course of one of the pinges (mine slumps) at 
the Kašnák site, or possibly, to obtain suitable archaeologi-
cal material for dating. At the site of Podjamie, the investiga-
tion focused on determination of the site’s size, verification 
of stratigraphic situation and obtaining chronologically sen-
sitive artifacts or suitable organic material for radiocarbon 
dating.

The oldest collected finds from Sedmerovec were published 
and classified by J. Bárta (1965, 123) to the Gravettian. I. Vlko-
linská, Ľ. Illášová and J. Hunka (1998, 170) carried out a surface 
survey at several sites in Pruské and Sedmerovec in 1996 as 
part of a survey along the course of D1 motorway. I. Cheben 
and M. Cheben (2010) have dealt with the topic of the use of 
primary sources of radiolarites in the territory of the Central 
Váh river basin more intensely in the last eleven years. In this 
period, they carried out several surface surveys focused on 
detection of primary sources of radiolarite as well as trench 
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chipped stone industries from the prehistoric settlements in 
Sedmerovec-Nad cestou, Podskalčie, Podjamie and Galková 
sites (Cheben et al., in print).

Before the investigation of the selected pinge itself, a geo-
physical survey with georadar was carried out; neverthe-
less, it did not bring the expected results. The georadar did 
not detect the pinge’s shaft. The investigated pinge was fun-
nel-shaped with the diameter of 6 m. The archaeological ex-
cavation was carried out in the western half of the pinge. 
The gradual deepening of the backfill layers started to un-
cover the bedrock in the north and west. The upper part of 
the backfill was made of humus soil; a debris layer consist-
ing of the parent rock fragments of different sizes appeared 
below it. It reached down to the bedrock. Two layers of black 
clay soil were detected in the debris (Fig. 4). The first layer 
was detected approx. in the middle of the profile, the second 
one was found above the bedrock. They are probably two soil 
horizons. Their presence suggests that the pinge was open for 
a rather long time after it had been abandoned (i. e. it was not 
filled back immediately). Later, the pinge was probably part-
ly filled with attle from one of the nearby pinges and then, 
it was abandoned again for some time. Bedrock was detect-
ed approx. 1.3 m deep. The pinge’s bottom was uneven, with 
two distinct depressions situated approx. in the middle. The 
northern and western walls of the pinge were made of cri-
noidal limestone layers leaning northwards at an angle of 
50-60°. The southern wall (towards the hill) was made of one 
massive limestone plate.

No archaeological material (chipped lithic industry, ant-
ler industry, plant remains) or radiolarite raw material was 
found in the pinge’s backfill.

Sedmerovec-Podjamie
The site is situated on a terrace slightly sloping town south-

eastwards, at the site of Podjamie, with a great view of the 
Váh floodplain. It is approximately 500 m northeastwards 
from the residential area of Sedmerovec, at the altitude of ap-
proximately 300 m (Fig. 1).

found (Fig. 2). The western part of the hill was partly de-
stroyed when a limestone quarry was founded. The depres-
sions are distributed in two rows over the stepped or terraced 
slope covered with grass and partly with trees and shrubs. 
The immediate surroundings of the mine area are now in-
tensely used for farming, which enables surface surveys to 
obtain a large number of examples of the raw material it-
self as well as chipped industry. As for color varieties, light 
grey, black, grey-yellow to beige radiolarites with typically 
rough light yellow to beige limy crust are represented (Fig. 3). 
The crust is 1 to 1.5 cm thick. Alternating dark and light lay-
ers of silicite matter can often be observed on the nodules. 
Such colored varieties of radiolarite and the fact that they 
have crust have not been discovered within the studied area 
of this part of the klippen belt before. On the basis of these 
facts, this color variety of radiolarite was named radiolar-
ite of the Kašnák type, since this raw material is distinguish-
able from common color varieties at prehistoric settlements. 
This radiolarite raw material appeared for instance in the 
collection of chipped lithic industry from the paleolithic 
site in Moravany nad Váhom-Dlhá (Nemergut, Cheben, Gre-
gor 2012). Its use is also documented in other collections of 

Figure 1. Map of sites. 1 - Sedmerovec-Kašnák; 2 - Sedmerovec-
Podjamie. Author: A. Nemergut. // 1. ábra. A lelőhelyek térképe. 1 - 
Sedmerovec-Kašnák; 2 - Sedmerovec-Podjamie. Ábra: A. Nemergut.

Figure 2. Sedmerovec-Kašnák. View of the site. Photo by: M. 
Cheben. // 2. ábra. Sedmerovec-Kašnák. Fotó: M. Cheben.

Figure 3. Sedmerovec-Kašnák. Radiolarite of the Kašnák 
type. Photo by: A. Nemergut. // 3. ábra. Sedmerovec-
Kašnák, Kašnák típusú radiolarit. Fotó: A. Nemergut.
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The investigation was divided into three stages. In the first 
stage, a surface prospection was carried out. Its goal was to 
detect the size of the site and obtain material for a more pre-
cise chronological classification of settlement. In the second 
stage, a geophysical survey with magnetometer was conduct-
ed, detecting several anomalies (Fig. 5). In the third stage, ten 
trenches were excavated. Trenches 1-5 were arranged along 
one axis, 10 m from each other, along with the field track 
crossing the site. Each trench’s size was 1 x 1 m. Trench 3 was 
extended to 2 x 3 m, i. e. five more trenches with sizes of 1 x 1 
m. Sediments from the trenches were sifted through a sieve 
with meshes of 2 x 2 mm.

In relation to the stratigraphic situation, a layer of topsoil 
was detected in trench 10; it contained archaeological mate-
rial. Under the topsoil layer, a sterile layer of brown-yellow 
clay was found. In trenches 1-9, topsoil layers were also de-
tected, covering a light grey-brown layer of earth contain-
ing, similarly to the topsoil, some finds of lithic industry and 
sherds of pottery. Moreover, in trenches 4-6, a pit of irregu-
lar oval shape, with the rugged bottom, was detected (Fig. 6). 
Lithic artifacts and pottery finds were found in the feature.

1300 pieces of chipped stone industry in total obtained in 
a surface collection. Finds contain 18 pieces of radiolarite 
raw material with traces of manipulation, 31 single-platform 
cores of radiolarite, mostly flat, carénoid or prismatic forms, 
exploited from one side only, with the original surface on 
other sides, or only struck several times. Only one core was 
modified with crested blades (Fig. 10: 2). There was one pyr-
amid-shaped core with parallel exploitation along all edges 
(Fig. 9: 6). Furthermore, 13 core residues and 55 core frag-
ments were identified; 53 of them were made of radiolarite 
and 2 were made of burned silicite. As for blades, bladelets 
and their fragments, 154 examples were made of radiolarite. 
27 examples as complete pieces (7 of them were crested) were 
recognized. 128 fragments altogether were obtained. The col-
lection contains 303 flakes, 302 of them are obtained from 

Figure 4. Sedmerovec-Kašnák. Southeastern profile. 1 - humus soil; 2 - light orange layer of debris (parent rock mixed with soil); 3 - debris 
layer with fine material; 4 - bedrock; 5 - dark grey soil-clay layer with fragments (up to 10 cm) of underlying rock; 6 - grey-yellow debris 

layer (parent rock mixed with soil); 7 - dark grey to black soil-clay layer with fragments (up to 5 cm) of underlying rock; 8 - grey-yellow layer 
of fine debris (parent rock mixed with soil). Illustration by: B. Balžan, M. Cheben. // 4. ábra. Sedmerovec-Kašnák, délkeleti metszet. 1 - hu-
musz; 2 - világos narancssárga törmelékes réteg (anyakőzet és talaj); 3 - finomabb törmelékes réteg; 4 - anyakőzet; 5 - sötétszürke agya-

gos talajréteg max. 10 cm méretű kőtörmelékkel; 6 - szürke-sárga törmelékes réteg (anyakőzet és talaj); 7 - sötétszürke-fekete agyagos talaj-
réteg max. 5 cm méretű kőtörmelékkel; 8 - szürke-sárga finomabb törmelékes réteg (anyakőzet és talaj). Illusztráció: B. Balžan, M. Cheben.

Figure 5. Sedmerovec-Podjamie. The map of anomalies of the 
geophysical survey with a magnetometer. Author: M. Cheben. 
// 5. ábra. Sedmerovec-Podjamie, a magnetométeres felmé-

rés által kimutatott anomáliák térképe. Ábra: M. Cheben.

radiolarite (three examples were burned), one is from sili-
ceous sandstone. The most numerous group comprises flake 
fragments and small flakes - 692 radiolarite, 16 burned radi-
olarite, 2 patinated silicite and 1 siliceous sandstone. A radi-
olarite burin spall was detected. Retouched tools, all made 
of radiolarite, include two end-scrapers, a two fragments of 
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end-scrapers, a sickle blade, a fragment of a sickle blade (Fig. 

10: 1), three fragments of truncated blades (probably sickle 
blades), three blades with local lateral retouch, three rhom-
boids - one from burned radiolarite (Fig. 9: 3) and two from 
unburnt radiolarite (Fig. 9: 4, 5), flakes with retouch and a 
fragment of a flake with retouch. The collection also includes 
a fragment of a polished artifact made of an undetermined 
raw material (Fig. 10: 4).

Finds from the topsoil in trenches 1-10 contain 1052 chipped 
lithic artifacts and pottery sherds. With the exception of one 
erratic silicite flake, all lithic finds were made of local radio-
larite. Three pieces of raw material with traces of finishing, 
25 cores - mostly flat, exploited on one side, with the origi-
nal surface on a back side (Fig. 8: 2; 9: 1). The collection also 
contains nine core fragments, 194 blades, bladelets and their 
fragments, a tablet, 375 flakes, 442 fragments and small flakes. 
As for retouched tools, a notch, a truncated bladelet (Fig. 9: 2) 
and a retouched flake were obtained.

The archaeological material from the grey-brown soil layer 
(layer 1) under topsoil in trenches 1-9 comprises 749 examples 
of chipped lithic artifacts of radiolarite and pottery sherds. 
19 cores were found; most of them are flat, exploited from 
one side only, with the original surface on the back side of 
the core (Fig. 7: 1). Carenoide cores are rare (Fig. 8: 1). The col-
lection is completed with four core fragments, 130 blades, 
bladelets and their fragments, 342 flakes and 254 fragments 
and small flakes.

A collection of 210 pieces of chipped lithic industry made of 
radiolarite and fragments of pottery were obtained from the 
pit 1, trenches 4-6 (Fig. 11). Lithic artifacts include seven cores 
(Fig. 7: 2), 52 blades, bladelets and their fragments, 136 flakes 
and 15 fragments and small flakes. Fragment of a polished ar-
tifact with a drilled hole made of an undetermined raw mate-
rial was also discovered in the pit (Fig. 10: 3).

Discussion

During the excavation of pinge in the Sedmerovec-Kašnák 
site, no waste mound made of the mining rock and no 

Figure 6. Sedmerovec-Podjamie. View of trenches 3, 5-9 and a 
pit 1. Photo by: M. Cheben. // 6. ábra. Sedmerovec-Podjamie, 

a 3, 5-9-es szelvények és az 1. sz. verem. Fotó: M. Cheben.

Figure 7. Sedmerovec-Podjamie. Cores. 1 - trench 3, layer 1; 2 - 
trench 4, feature 1. 1, 2 - radiolarite. Illustration by: A. Nemergut. // 

7. ábra. Sedmerovec-Podjamie magkövek. 1 - 3. szelvény, 1. réteg; 2 
- 4. szelvény, 1. jelenség. 1-2 - radiolarit. Illusztráció: A. Nemergut.

Figure 8 (facing page, upper left). Sedmerovec-Podjamie. Cores. 1 - 
trench 5, layer 1; 2 - trench 6, topsoil. 1, 2 - radiolarite. Illustration by: A. 

Nemergut.

Figure 9 (facing page, upper right). Sedmerovec-Podjamie. Selected 
chipped stone industry. 1 - trench 9, topsoil; 2 - trench 10, topsoil; 3-6 - 

collection. 1-6 - radiolarite. Illustration by: A. Nemergut.
Figure 10 (facing page, lower left). Sedmerovec-Podjamie. Selected 
chipped and polished stone industry. 1, 2, 4 - collection; 3 - trench 5, 
feature. 1, 2 - radiolarite; 3, 4 - undetermined raw material. Illustration by: 

1, 2 - A. Nemergut; 3, 4 - E. Bakytová.
Figure 11 (facing page, lower right). Sedmerovec-Podjamie. Selected 

pottery material. Illustration by: E. Bakytová. //
8. ábra (szemközti oldal, fent balra). Sedmerovec-Podjamie magkövek. 1 
- 5. szelvény, 1. réteg; 2 - 6. szelvény, felső réteg. 1, 2 - radiolarit. Illuszt-

ráció: A. Nemergut.

9. ábra (szemközti oldal, fent jobbra). Sedmerovec-Podjamie, válogatott 
leletek. 1 - 9. szelvény, felső réteg; 2 - 10. szelvény, felső réteg; 3–6 - fel-

színi gyűjtés. 1–6 - radiolarit. Illusztráció: A. Nemergut.
10. ábra (szemközti oldal, lent balra). Sedmerovec-Podjamie, válogatott 
leletek. 1, 2, 4 - felszíni gyűjtés; 3 - 5. szelvény, 1. jelenség. 1, 2 - radiolarit; 
3, 4 - meghatározatlan nyersanyag. Illusztráció: 1, 2 - A. Nemergut; 3, 4 

- E. Bakytová.
11. ábra (szemközti oldal, lent jobbra). Sedmerovec-Podjamie kerámia-

anyag. Illusztráció: E. Bakytová.

archaeological material was detected in 2016. Thus, dating of 
the pinge itself is not possible. From agricultural used sur-
roundings, an assemblage of lithic artifacts contains mostly 
raw material blocks with traces of manipulation and waste 
from the blocks preparation were obtained in 2015. Tools 
from this surface survey are from Neolithic or Eneolithic 
(Cheben et al., in print).
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prehistory or the transition between the late Mesolithic and 
Early Neolithic.
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Conclusion

During the presented excavations in 2016, the authors of 
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chronology of settlement in the Central Váh region. New 
finds of microliths from the site of Sedmerovec-Podjamie 
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ic, Eneolithic and Bronze Age. The investigation also points 
to the great potential of the studied region in solving the 
question of the chipped stone industry raw material use in 
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